PROGRAM EXPERIENCE: Debbi
Fisher and Bob Woelk founded
Rainier Therapeutic Riding for
Veterans and Active Duty soldiers
in 2010. In 4 years, they grew this
program to serve over 100
veterans per week. Their
experience can help your program
in all facets of development.
Debbi is a PATH and ESMHL
Certified Instructor.

TRAINING EXPERIENCE: As a
member of the PATH International
Equine Services for Heroes
Committee, Debbi helped to
create and present the first
Instructor Training offered by
PATH that focuses on veteran
riders. This Instructor Training
Class is offered On-Line by PATH.

CONSULTATION OPTIONS
We pledge to customize both our consulting plan to you and our pricing to fit your needs.
Here are some models for you to consider.
PHONE CONSULTING: We do not charge for your initial phone call. If your needs are simple and can be handled by
occasional phone calls, we would like to bill you $50 per call, or more if the calls last over one hour.
“SKYPE” CONFERENCE TRAINING: We can customize a conference training session for your staff that utilizes the
“skype” teleconference service available to most computer users. Your custom training outline can be emailed to you
prior to the conference to facilitate note-taking and discussion. The “Skype” connection would facilitate direct questionand-answer communication during the training. We would suggest that this training option be billed to you at $450 per
day and would include free phone follow-up for two months.
ON-SITE TRAINING: This option allows us to provide you with arena training using your horses, to provide your staff
with hands-on instruction of training exercise methods used in your veteran program. We would also provide classroom
training on topics based upon your custom needs. We would suggest that this training be billed to you at $900 per day
plus travel expenses for up to 8 participants. If you required more than 8 participants, we would suggest brining more
staff with us to facilitate the arena training and bill you an additional $450 per 4 additional participants. This On-Site
Training option would also include free phone follow-up for two months.
HOME SITE TRAINING: We can offer you training at our home ranch using our facilities and 11 trained and experienced
horses. We would suggest that this training be billed to you at $450 per day depending upon the number of
participants.
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